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The interaction between various charmed mesons and charmed baryons is studied within the framework

of the coupled-channel unitary approach with the local hidden gauge formalism. Several meson-baryon

dynamically generated narrow N! and !! resonances with hidden charm are predicted with mass above

4 GeV and width smaller than 100 MeV. The predicted new resonances definitely cannot be accom-

modated by quark models with three constituent quarks and can be looked for in the forthcoming PANDA/

FAIR experiments.
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Up to now, all established baryons can be ascribed into
3-quark (qqq) configurations [1], although some of them
were suggested to be meson-baryon dynamically generated
states [2– 8] or states with large (qqqq "q) components
[9– 11]. A difficulty to pin down the nature of these
baryon resonances is that the predicted states from various
models are around the same energy region and there are
always some adjustable ingredients in each model to fit
the experimental data. In this Letter, we report a study
of the interactions between various charmed mesons and
charmed baryons within the framework of the coupled-
channel unitary approach with the local hidden gauge
formalism. Several meson-baryon dynamically generated
narrow N! and !! resonances with hidden charm are
predicted with mass above 4 GeV and width smaller than
100 MeV. The predicted new resonances can be looked
for in the forthcoming PANDA/FAIR experiments [12]. If
confirmed, they definitely cannot be accommodated by
quark models with three constituent quarks.

We follow the recent approach of Ref. [13] and extend it
from three flavors to four. We consider the PB ! PB and
VB ! VB interaction by exchanging a vector meson, as
shown by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1.

The effective Lagrangians for the interactions involved
are [13]

LVVV ¼ ighV!½V"; @!V"$i;
LPPV ¼ %ighV!½P;@!P$i;
LBBV ¼ gðh "B#!½V!; B$iþ h "B#!BihV!iÞ; (1)

where P and V stand for pseudoscalar and vector mesons
of the 16-plet of SU(4), respectively. Under the low energy
approximation, the three-momentum versus the mass of
the meson can be neglected. We can just take the #0

component of Eq. (1). The three-momentum and energy
of the exchanged vector are both much smaller than its
mass, so its propagator is approximately g!"=M2

V . Then

with g ¼ MV=2f the transition potential corresponding to
the diagrams of Fig. 1 is given by [13]

VabðP1B1!P2B2Þ ¼
Cab

4f2
ðEP1

þ EP2
Þ; (2)

VabðV1B1!V2B2Þ ¼
Cab

4f2
ðEV1

þ EV2
Þ ~$1 )~$2; (3)

where a, b stand for different channels of P1ðV1ÞB1 and
P2ðV2ÞB2, respectively. The variable E is the energy of the
corresponding particle. The ~$ is the polarization vector
of the initial or final vector. The Cab coefficients can be
obtained by the SU(4) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which
we take from Ref. [14]. We list the values of the Cab

coefficients for PB ! PB with isospin and strangeness
ðI; SÞ ¼ ð1=2; 0Þ and ð0;%1Þ explicitly in Table I.
With the transition potential, the coupled-channel

scattering matrix can be obtained by solving the coupled-
channel Bethe-Salpeter equation in the on-shell factoriza-
tion approach of Refs. [3,5]

T ¼ ½1% VG$%1V; (4)

with G being the loop function of a meson (P), or a
vector (V), and a baryon (B). The ~$1 )~$2 factor of Eq. (3)
factorizes out also in T. The poles in the T matrix are

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of pseudoscalar-baryon (a) or
vector-baryon (b) interaction via exchange of a vector meson.
P1, P2 is D

%, "D0, or D%
s , V1, V2 is D

!%, "D!0, or D!%
s , B1, B2 is

#c, !
þ
c , $c, $

0
c, or %c, and V! is %, K!, &, or !.
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s!s Component of the Proton and the Strangeness Magnetic Moment
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A complete analysis is given of the implications of the empirical indications for a positive strangeness
magnetic moment !s of the proton on the possible configurations of the uuds!s component of the proton.
A positive value for !s is obtained in the s!s configuration where the uuds subsystem is in an orbitally
excited state with !4"FS!22"F!22"S flavor-spin symmetry, which is likely to have the lowest energy. The
configurations in which the !s is orbitally excited, which include the conventional K# "0 configuration,
with the exception of that in which the uuds component has spin 2, yield negative values for !s. The
hidden strangeness analogues of recently proposed quark cluster models for the "# pentaquark give
differing signs for !s.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.072001 PACS numbers: 12.39.2x, 13.40.Em, 14.20.Dh

Three recent experiments on parity violation in electron-
proton scattering suggest that the strangeness magnetic
moment of the proton !s is positive [1–3]. In contrast,
theoretical calculations have led to negative values for this
observable, with but few exceptions [4–9]. Here the im-
plications of the empirical result for the configuration of
the constituents of the proton are considered by a calcu-
lation of !s for all positive parity configurations of the
uuds !s system with one constituent in the first orbitally
excited state, which may be contained in the proton. The
results are given in the form of simple general expressions,
in which !s is proportional to the s!s probability of the
configuration.

It is shown that!s is positive in the uuds !s configuration,
which is likely to have the lowest energy, where the !s quark
is in the ground state and the uuds system is in the P state.
If, in contrast, the strange antiquark is in the P state and the
4 quarks are in their ground state, the strangeness magnetic
moment is negative (except for the energetically unfavored
case where the total spin of the uuds state equals 2). These
configurations correspond to that of a fluctuation of the
proton into a kaon and a strange hyperon, which is well
known to lead to a negative value for the strangeness
magnetic moment [10–13].

Several intriguing configurations [14–16] for the system
of 4 light flavor quarks and strange antiquarks have been
proposed to explain the structure of the (tentative) "#

pentaquark. Below their hidden strangeness analogues
are considered from the point of view of the strangeness
magnetic moment. While the diquark-diquark configura-
tions suggested in Refs. [14,15] with the !s quark in its
ground state yield positive values, the diquark-triquark
configuration suggested in Ref. [16] yields a negative value
for the strangeness magnetic moment of the proton.

If the uuds quarks are in their ground state, the spatial
state is completely symmetric !4"X, and the Pauli principle
requires that their flavor-spin state has the mixed symmetry
!31"FS so as to combine with the color state !211"C to form
the required total antisymmetry !1111". The different fla-
vor and spin state symmetry configurations that can com-
bine to the required !31"FS mixed symmetry combination
are listed in Table I [17]. The requirement of positive parity
requires that for these configurations the strange antiquark
has to be in the P state.

If, in contrast, the strange antiquark !s is in its ground
state, the uuds system has to be in the P state in order that
the combination have positive parity. In this case the sym-
metry of the spatial state of the 4-quark system is reduced
to !31"X. When combined with the mixed symmetry color
state !211"C, this allows the flavor-spin combination either
to be completely symmetric !4"FS or to have any one of the
mixed symmetries !31"FS, !22"FS, or !211"FS. The combi-
nations of flavor and spin symmetry configurations that
lead to these symmetries are also listed in Table I [17].

In the quark model the strangeness magnetic moment is
defined as the matrix element of the operator

~! s $ e
X

i

Ŝi
2ms

%~li # ~#i&; (1)

where Ŝ is the strangeness counting operator, with eigen-
value # 1 for s and ' 1 for !s quarks, and ms is the con-
stituent mass of the strange quark.

Consider first the configurations, in which the antiquark
is in the P state. For these, the spatial state of the uuds is
completely symmetric !4"X with total orbital angular mo-
mentum 0. The corresponding wave functions for a proton
with spin-up may then be written in the general form
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Abstract: Using the one-boson-exchange model, we studied the possible existence of very loosely bound

hidden-charm molecular baryons composed of an anti-charmed meson and a charmed baryon. Our numerical

results indicate that the ΣcD̄
∗ and ΣcD̄ states exist, but that the ΛcD̄ and ΛcD̄

∗ molecular states do not.

Key words: exotic hidden-charm baryons, the one-boson-exchange model, molecular state
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1 Introduction

In the past eight years, more and more experi-
mental observations of new hadron states have been
announced, which has inspired extensive interest in
revealing the underlying structure of these newly ob-
served states. Besides making the effort to categorize
them under the framework of the conventional qq̄ or
qqq states, theorists have also tried to explain some
of these newly observed hadrons as exotic states due
to their peculiarities, which are different from the
conventional qq̄ or qqq states.

Among different schemes to explain the structures
of these newly observed hadrons, molecular states
composed of a hadron pair became very popular due
to the fact that the corresponding observations are of-
ten near the threshold of a pair of hadrons, as shown
in in Table 1. In order to explore whether these newly
observed hadrons can be accommodated in the molec-

ular framework, there are many theoretical calcula-
tions of various molecular states [12–40].

Table 1. The thresholds near the corresponding

newly observed hadron states.

observation threshold observation threshold

X(1860) [1] pp̄ Ds (2317) [2] DK

Ds(2460) [3] D∗K X(3872) [4] D∗D

Y(3940) [5] D∗D∗ Y(4140) [6] D∗
s D∗

s

Y(4274) [7] Ds (2317)D Y(4630) [8] ΛcΛc

Z+ (4430) D1D∗/D′
1D∗ Z+ (4250) [9] D1D/D0D∗

Λc (2940) [10] D∗N Σc (2800) [11] DN

Generally speaking, conventional hadrons with a
charm quark can be grouped into three families, i.e.
charmonium, charmed meson and charmed baryon,
with the configurations [cc̄], [cq̄] and [cqq], respec-
tively, where q or q̄ denotes the light quark or anti-
quark with different flavors. In principle, we may
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Table 3. The matrixes corresponding to
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the system, where mB and mP(∗) are the masses
of charmed baryon and pseudoscalar (vector) anti-
charmed meson, respectively.

3 Numerical results

In this work, we mainly investigate the hidden-

charm systems ΛcD̄ with
1
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1
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(
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,

3
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(
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−)
. If

we replace D̄(∗) and the charmed baryon by the corre-
sponding B(∗) and bottom baryon, we can extend the
same formalism listed to discuss the hidden-bottom
molecular baryons composed of a bottom meson and

a bottom baryon, which include ΛbB with
1
2

(
1
2

−)
,

ΛbB∗ with
1
2

(
1
2

−)
,

1
2

(
3
2

−)
, ΣbB with

1
2

(
1
2
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,

3
2

(
1
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, ΣbB∗ with
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(
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,

3
2

(
3
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−)
,

1
2

(
1
2
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,

3
2

(
3
2

−)
.

Using the potential obtained above, the bind-
ing energy can be obtained by solving the coupled-
channel Schrödinger equation. We use the FESSDE
program [51] to produce the numerical results for
the binding energy and the corresponding root-mean-
square radius r with the variation of the cutoff Λ
in the region of 0.8 ! Λ ! 2.2 GeV, as shown in
Fig. 2. Here, we only show the bound state solu-
tion with binding energy less than 50 MeV since the
OBE model is only valid for dealing with the loosely
bound hadronic molecular system.

One notices that Λc does not combine with D̄(∗)

to form a hidden-charm molecular state. There does
exist a hidden-bottom molecular state composed of
Λb and B(∗). As shown in Fig. 2, we find bound

state solutions for only five hidden-charm states,

i.e. ΣcD̄∗ states with I (JP ) =
1
2

(
1
2

−)
,

1
2

(
3
2

−)
,

3
2

(
1
2
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,

3
2

(
3
2

−)
and ΣcD̄ states with

3
2

(
1
2

−)
. We

also find the bound state solutions for the hidden-
bottom molecular baryons, which are ΣbB∗ states

with I (JP ) =
1
2

(
1
2

−)
,

1
2

(
3
2

−)
,

3
2

(
1
2

−)
,

3
2

(
3
2

−)

and ΣbB with
3
2

(
1
2

−)
.

For the heavy baryon sector, we adopt the values
of coupling constants, including the signs as given in

Fig. 2. (Color online). The Λ dependence of

the binding energy and the obtained root-

mean-square radius r of the hidden-charm or

hidden-bottom system.
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LHCb pentaquarks as molecular states



Quasipotential Bethe-Salpeter equation

• Form factors with cutoff 𝚲 are introduced at the vertex for the offshell
particles.
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LHCb五夸克态的分子态解释

我们可以得到以下对应于LHCb五夸克态的束缚态

与实验值比较

LHCb五夸克态可以解释为

S-wave state P-wave state
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dynamically generated narrow N! and !! resonances with hidden charm are predicted with mass above

4 GeV and width smaller than 100 MeV. The predicted new resonances definitely cannot be accom-

modated by quark models with three constituent quarks and can be looked for in the forthcoming PANDA/

FAIR experiments.
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Up to now, all established baryons can be ascribed into
3-quark (qqq) configurations [1], although some of them
were suggested to be meson-baryon dynamically generated
states [2– 8] or states with large (qqqq "q) components
[9– 11]. A difficulty to pin down the nature of these
baryon resonances is that the predicted states from various
models are around the same energy region and there are
always some adjustable ingredients in each model to fit
the experimental data. In this Letter, we report a study
of the interactions between various charmed mesons and
charmed baryons within the framework of the coupled-
channel unitary approach with the local hidden gauge
formalism. Several meson-baryon dynamically generated
narrow N! and !! resonances with hidden charm are
predicted with mass above 4 GeV and width smaller than
100 MeV. The predicted new resonances can be looked
for in the forthcoming PANDA/FAIR experiments [12]. If
confirmed, they definitely cannot be accommodated by
quark models with three constituent quarks.

We follow the recent approach of Ref. [13] and extend it
from three flavors to four. We consider the PB ! PB and
VB ! VB interaction by exchanging a vector meson, as
shown by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1.

The effective Lagrangians for the interactions involved
are [13]

LVVV ¼ ighV!½V"; @!V"$i;
LPPV ¼ %ighV!½P;@!P$i;
LBBV ¼ gðh "B#!½V!; B$iþ h "B#!BihV!iÞ; (1)

where P and V stand for pseudoscalar and vector mesons
of the 16-plet of SU(4), respectively. Under the low energy
approximation, the three-momentum versus the mass of
the meson can be neglected. We can just take the #0

component of Eq. (1). The three-momentum and energy
of the exchanged vector are both much smaller than its
mass, so its propagator is approximately g!"=M2

V . Then

with g ¼ MV=2f the transition potential corresponding to
the diagrams of Fig. 1 is given by [13]

VabðP1B1!P2B2Þ ¼
Cab

4f2
ðEP1

þ EP2
Þ; (2)

VabðV1B1!V2B2Þ ¼
Cab

4f2
ðEV1

þ EV2
Þ ~$1 )~$2; (3)

where a, b stand for different channels of P1ðV1ÞB1 and
P2ðV2ÞB2, respectively. The variable E is the energy of the
corresponding particle. The ~$ is the polarization vector
of the initial or final vector. The Cab coefficients can be
obtained by the SU(4) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which
we take from Ref. [14]. We list the values of the Cab

coefficients for PB ! PB with isospin and strangeness
ðI; SÞ ¼ ð1=2; 0Þ and ð0;%1Þ explicitly in Table I.
With the transition potential, the coupled-channel

scattering matrix can be obtained by solving the coupled-
channel Bethe-Salpeter equation in the on-shell factoriza-
tion approach of Refs. [3,5]

T ¼ ½1% VG$%1V; (4)

with G being the loop function of a meson (P), or a
vector (V), and a baryon (B). The ~$1 )~$2 factor of Eq. (3)
factorizes out also in T. The poles in the T matrix are

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of pseudoscalar-baryon (a) or
vector-baryon (b) interaction via exchange of a vector meson.
P1, P2 is D
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Three recent experiments on parity violation in electron-
proton scattering suggest that the strangeness magnetic
moment of the proton !s is positive [1–3]. In contrast,
theoretical calculations have led to negative values for this
observable, with but few exceptions [4–9]. Here the im-
plications of the empirical result for the configuration of
the constituents of the proton are considered by a calcu-
lation of !s for all positive parity configurations of the
uuds !s system with one constituent in the first orbitally
excited state, which may be contained in the proton. The
results are given in the form of simple general expressions,
in which !s is proportional to the s!s probability of the
configuration.

It is shown that!s is positive in the uuds !s configuration,
which is likely to have the lowest energy, where the !s quark
is in the ground state and the uuds system is in the P state.
If, in contrast, the strange antiquark is in the P state and the
4 quarks are in their ground state, the strangeness magnetic
moment is negative (except for the energetically unfavored
case where the total spin of the uuds state equals 2). These
configurations correspond to that of a fluctuation of the
proton into a kaon and a strange hyperon, which is well
known to lead to a negative value for the strangeness
magnetic moment [10–13].

Several intriguing configurations [14–16] for the system
of 4 light flavor quarks and strange antiquarks have been
proposed to explain the structure of the (tentative) "#

pentaquark. Below their hidden strangeness analogues
are considered from the point of view of the strangeness
magnetic moment. While the diquark-diquark configura-
tions suggested in Refs. [14,15] with the !s quark in its
ground state yield positive values, the diquark-triquark
configuration suggested in Ref. [16] yields a negative value
for the strangeness magnetic moment of the proton.

If the uuds quarks are in their ground state, the spatial
state is completely symmetric !4"X, and the Pauli principle
requires that their flavor-spin state has the mixed symmetry
!31"FS so as to combine with the color state !211"C to form
the required total antisymmetry !1111". The different fla-
vor and spin state symmetry configurations that can com-
bine to the required !31"FS mixed symmetry combination
are listed in Table I [17]. The requirement of positive parity
requires that for these configurations the strange antiquark
has to be in the P state.

If, in contrast, the strange antiquark !s is in its ground
state, the uuds system has to be in the P state in order that
the combination have positive parity. In this case the sym-
metry of the spatial state of the 4-quark system is reduced
to !31"X. When combined with the mixed symmetry color
state !211"C, this allows the flavor-spin combination either
to be completely symmetric !4"FS or to have any one of the
mixed symmetries !31"FS, !22"FS, or !211"FS. The combi-
nations of flavor and spin symmetry configurations that
lead to these symmetries are also listed in Table I [17].

In the quark model the strangeness magnetic moment is
defined as the matrix element of the operator

~! s $ e
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where Ŝ is the strangeness counting operator, with eigen-
value # 1 for s and ' 1 for !s quarks, and ms is the con-
stituent mass of the strange quark.

Consider first the configurations, in which the antiquark
is in the P state. For these, the spatial state of the uuds is
completely symmetric !4"X with total orbital angular mo-
mentum 0. The corresponding wave functions for a proton
with spin-up may then be written in the general form
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Pc(4450) and Pc(4380)
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Nucleon resonances near 2 GeV
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The N(2120) is essential to reproducing the
experimental data with assumption it is the third
state with spin parity 3/2- .
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N(2120) as [N3/2−]3 in CQM
N(2120) as [N3/2−]4 in CQM

JH, Chen, Phys.Rev. C86(2012)035204
JH, Nucl.Phys.A927(2014)24-35	

拟合Λ(1520)光致产生数据



N(1875)	is	close	to		Σ(1835)K	threshold	
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N(1875)	as	a	bound	state	from	Σ(1385)K		interaction

Bethe-Salpeter equation	for	vertex Decay	through	hadronic loop	mechanism

Jun	He.	Phys.Rev.	C91	(2015)	1,	018201	



Branch	ratio	is	not	sensitive	to	the	cut	off
The	results	support		molecular	state	assumption		

Jun	He.	Phys.Rev.	C91	(2015)	1,	018201	

Binding	energy	and	branch	ratio



N(2100) in φ photoproduction

LEPS,	Phys.	Rev.	Lett.	
95	(2005)	182201

A	nucleon	resonance	with	a	mass		about	2.10	
GeV	in	φp channel	 with 3/2-

Kiswandhi,	Xie,	Yang,	Phys.	Lett.	B	691	(2010)	214
Kiswandhi,	Yang, Phys.	Rev.	C	86(2012)	015203
Kiswandhi,	Yang,	Dong, Phys.	Rev.	C94(2016)	015202

OZI	rule ➠ N*	 decay to φp should be suppressed in three quark picture

If we recall that the Pc(4450) was observed in 𝐽/𝜓p channel,
N(2100) may be its partner in the strange sector	observed φp channel.



Hidden-strange partners of LHCb pentaquarks



Threshold and mass

N(1875) is close to	Σ*K	threshold	
N(2100)	is	close	to ΣK* threshold	

Pc(4380) is close to	Σc*D	threshold	
Pc(4450)	is	close	to ΣcD* threshold	



Lagrangians for Σ*K andΣK* interactions 

The coupling constants are obtained with SU(3) symmetry.



JH,	Phys.Rev.	D95	(2017),	074031	

with vector meson (𝝆, 𝝎, 𝞍) exchanges

The bound states from the  Σ*K interaction

N(1875)



JH,	Phys.Rev.	D95	(2017),	074031	

with vector (𝞀, 𝞈, 𝞍)meson

and pseudoscalar (𝝶,𝝿) meson

exchanges.

The bound states from the ΣK* interaction 

N(2100)



3/2- state in the Σ*K-ΣK* interaction

with vector (𝞀, 𝞈, 𝞍)meson

and pseudoscalar (𝝶,𝝿)

meson exchanges.
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3/2- state in the Σ*K-ΣK* interaction



The quark delocalization color screening model 

Huang, Zhu, Phys.Rev. D97 (2018) no.9, 094019



Lin, Shen, Zhou, arXiv:1805.06843

Decay behaviors in the	effective	Lagrangian approach	



BESII, Phys.Lett. B659 (2008) 789-795 Belle, Phys. Rev., 2017, D96, 051102 

Experiment	



Summary



Three	3/	2− nucleon	resonances:

• N	(1875):

Σ*K	molecular	state, partner of Pc(4380)

• N	(2100)	in	φ photoproduction:

ΣK*	molecular	state, partner of Pc(4450)

• N	(2120)	in	KΛ(1520) photoproduction

[N(3/2-)]3	in	constituent	quark	model

Two hidden-charm pentaquarks were observed at LHCb.

It can be interpreted a Σ.∗𝐷 and Σ.𝐷∗ molecular states.

Further experiments at Belle II, JLab ……




